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Abstract: The use of patient-reported outcome (PRO) measures in research and clinical care

has expanded dramatically, reflective of an increasing recognition of patient-centeredness as

an important aspect of high-quality health care. Given this rapid expansion, ensuring that

data collected using PRO measures is of high quality is crucial for their continued successful

application. Because of the subjective nature of the outcomes assessed, there are many

factors that may influence patients’ responses and thus challenge the overall quality of the

data. In this review, we discuss the multiple factors that may affect patients’ responses on

PRO measures. These factors may arise during instrument development and administration

or secondary to patient-level response behaviors. We further examine the relevant literature

to delineate how these factors may impact data quality and review methods for accounting

for these factors. Consideration of such factors is critical to ensuring data collected truthfully

reflects patients’ evaluations and provides accurate conclusions.
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Introduction
Historically, formal evaluations of disease symptoms or treatment-related toxicity

from the patient’s perspective have been undervalued. Potentially due to its inher-

ently subjective nature, misperceptions were held by clinicians regarding the

reliability of this approach, further hindered by traditions favoring clinician-

assessed outcome measures.1 However, in recent years, inclusion of an assessment

of the patient’s experience of a disease or treatment, also known as patient-reported

outcomes (PRO), has become increasingly valued in the clinical trial setting and

within routine care. For instance, the 36-item Short-Form Health Survey (SF36) is a

classic example of a PRO readily used to assess a respondent’s health-related

quality of life (HRQOL). The SF36 evaluates eight generic health concepts, such

as physical functioning and mental health, and has been employed for multiple

purposes, from use as a trial end point in academic research to routine monitoring

of outcomes by managed-care organizations, including Medicare.2,3

Proliferation in the use of PROs reflects increasing recognition of HRQOL as an

important outcome in the evaluation of a treatment, as well as greater understanding

of the discrepancy between clinicians’ and patients’ reports of outcomes. In effect,

the subjective nature of PRO evaluation has become an advantage of the approach,

as multiple studies have demonstrated that clinician-reported assessments tend to
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underestimate burden and severity of symptoms compared

with patient ratings.4 This discordance may be particularly

pronounced for symptoms not directly observable by the

clinician, such as pain and fatigue, and certain conditions,

such as sexual dysfunction and emotional disorders, may

only be reasonably assessed via patient report.5

Furthermore, there is evidence of wide variation in the

symptom burden, adverse effects, and function of patients

with similar physiological measures.1 Importantly, the

uptake of PROs signifies an increasing focus on patient-

centeredness as a critical component of high-quality health

care, with use of PROs allowing the measurement of out-

comes most significant to patients, beyond survival and

major morbid events.6 Evidence suggests PRO use

increases patient satisfaction and improves patient–provi-

der communication, as well as overall patient HRQOL.7

As recognition of the importance of the patient experi-

ence has increased, applications of PRO measures have

expanded as well. In routine care, by giving an assessment

of the patient’s perspective of treatment, PROs may assist

patients in making informed decisions about their care and

aid clinicians in monitoring the progress of care. PROs

may be additionally used to evaluate the quality of health

services, and thus provide policy makers, payers, and other

stakeholders metrics for setting reimbursement policies

and tracking the performance of health-care

organizations.8 In the clinical trial setting, by providing a

measure to quantify how a patient feels or functions, PROs

can be used as primary or secondary trial end points or

serve to supplement adverse-event data collection.

Application of PROs for these purposes is becoming

more common, with an analysis of the ClinicalTrials.gov

database indicating that 27% of all trials from 2007 to

2013 were identified as using one or more PRO measures.9

A pronounced increase was seen in oncology trials, with

inclusion of PROs rising from 27% of trials in 2007 to

33% in 2013.9 In the US, increased PRO uptake has in part

been driven by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA),

which was mandated under the FDA Safety and

Innovation Act “to develop and implement strategies to

solicit the views of patients during the medical product

development process and consider the perspectives of

patients during regulatory discussions”. This commitment

was further established under the fifth and sixth authoriza-

tions of the Prescription Drug User Fee Act as well as the

21st Century Cures Act, which include provisions for the

FDA to support and provide guidance on patient-focused

drug development.10,11 In 2009, the agency issued a final

guidance for industry, promoting the use of PROs to sup-

port labeling claims in medical product development;

however, labeling approvals on this basis remain rare.1,12

In an analysis of PRO-label claims rejected by the FDA

from 2006 to 2010, primary reasons for denial included

issues of fitness for purpose, study design, and data quality

or interpretation, suggesting concerns about the overall

validity of PRO measures.13,14

Given the rapid expansion in collection of PROs,

assurance of high-quality data is paramount in their suc-

cessful application toward improvement in health-care

quality and policy. Various agencies and task forces have

put forth guidelines for validation of PRO measures and

review of data quality to ensure appropriate application of

PRO findings in treatment and policy decisions and to

support the continued drive for the use of PROs as trial

end points.11,15 Due to the subjective nature of many of the

outcomes assessed, there are multiple factors that may

affect patients’ responses and thus threaten the overall

quality of the data. Development of PROs is a complex

process, involving iterative review and careful analysis of

validity. Better understanding of these steps is critical in

ensuring high-quality data are collected without introdu-

cing bias or misrepresenting patient reports.1 Following

development of a PRO, factors in administration and data

collection may further impact patient responses. The pur-

pose of this review is to analyze the relevant literature

examining the factors affecting patients’ responses in

PROs and their impact on data quality. We review how

PROs are developed and employed, and then examine how

factors at each stage of this process can affect results.

PRO development: approach
In assessing the patient’s experience of a disease or treat-

ment, PRO data are influenced by the patient’s values and

attitudes, typically relying on the respondent’s self-report.16

Such self-report measures have recognized dependence on

content-irrelevant factors that may affect responses.16–18

Significant research has gone into determining optimal meth-

ods for the development of PROs, in order to minimize bias

and ensure the measures provide a valid estimate of the

targeted construct.1 Therefore, in order to assess how bias

may be introduced into results, it is first important to under-

stand the process by which PROs are developed. PRO devel-

opment is a multistep process, first involving the

conceptualization of a model to assess the target construct,

followed by defining specific measures and clinical valida-

tion (Figure 1).1 Multiple best-practice standards exist that
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have been set forth by various working groups to guide the

development of novel PRO measures.16

Once the need for a new PRO is identified, development

begins with the definition of a conceptual model to describe

the construct to be assessed. The broader understanding of an

experience of disease or treatment must be focused to include

only the concepts of interest, eg, in evaluating fatigue, certain

components may be deemed relevant, such as energy level

and impact on work, while other components may be con-

sidered less relevant, such as need for caregiver assistance.1

This process is facilitated by input from multiple sources,

including literature reviews to assess how the construct has

been previously described and domain experts to determine

components of the construct that are commonly shared

among patients and are clinically significant. Of key impor-

tance at this stage is gathering patient input, such as through

individual interviews or focus groups.1 Patient input is cri-

tical to ensuring the components of the model are of interest

to patients, speak to the patient experience, and capture

concerns that may be less evident to researchers. For exam-

ple, in adapting the PROversion of the Common

Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events for patients under-

going radiation therapy, researchers conducted 389 extensive

patient interviews to ensure solicited symptoms adequately

reflected patient-reported toxicities while on treatment.19 The

2009 FDA guidance for industry on the use of PROs to

support labeling claims strongly suggested sponsors include

documentation of patient input in the development of the

chosen PRO to support its validity.12

After the conceptualmodel has been defined, specific items

to measure are generated and evaluated for inclusion. Items

should be designed to evaluate a single idea to limit confound-

ing and patient confusion. Significant consideration is required

to select the appropriate scale and recall period that best capture

the concept being evaluated.1 As PROs are often widely

employed, researchers must ensure not only that items are

comprehensible but also that they can be presented in a fashion

accessible to a diverse population.20 At this stage, generated

items undergo an iterative process of revision and refinement

toward improvement. This may include an assessment of the

items’ reading level and a linguistic review to identify aspects

that may complicate translation into other languages.1

Cognitive interviews are employed, in which patients are

asked to complete an item and then asked a series of questions

to assess their understanding of the item and thought processes

in choosing their response.1 These interviews may help iden-

tify remaining points of confusion and verify respondents’

understanding of an item is the same as researchers intended.

Once items have been selected, a PRO instrument then

undergoes testing to gain a better understanding of its func-

tionality and assess its validity. This generally involves admin-

istration to target populations and comparisons with other

previously validated similar instruments if available.8

Clinical validation studies are essential to confirming the

instrument reliably and accurately assesses the targeted con-

struct across a wide variety of applications. In truth, PRO

validation is a continuous process that is essentially never

finished.1 Modifications made to the instrument throughout

its life span must be reassessed, and performance in new

settings or populations must be validated. For reference, a

summary of characteristics reviewed by the FDA in evaluating

PROs for labeling claims is included in Figure 2.

PRO-development: factors affecting
patient responses
Item design and selection
In designing a novel PRO, care must be taken at each step

of the development process to account for factors that may

affect patient responses (Figure 3). Likewise, in selecting a

PRO instrument for use in the clinic or research, review of

these efforts is crucial to understand how it will perform in

the desired setting and to guide interpretation of the

results. The specific wording, scales, and format of the

Identify the
need for new

PRO

Gather input
(literature
review,

patient/expert)

Form
conceptual

model

Item design,
revision, and

selection

Ongoing instrument improvement

Initial testing
Clinical

validation
studies

Figure 1 The PRO instrument–development process.

Note: Adapted with permission from Rothrock NE, Kaiser KA, Cella D. Developing a valid patient-reported outcome measure. Clin Pharmacol Ther. 2011;90(5):737–742. ©
2011 American Society for Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics.1 Please refer to reference 1 for the original figure.

Abbreviation: PRO, patient-reported outcome.
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instrument may significantly impact the quality of data

collected. While guidance from regulatory bodies and

working groups exists for this process, it is important to

realize that decisions of which concepts are relevant to

measure depend on the judgment of the researchers

involved; therefore, in addition to understanding the parti-

cular performance of a PRO, evaluation of the level of

patient input in the process is essential to ensuring patient-

centeredness has been maintained.12,20–22 We detail key

factors in item design and selection impacting patient

responses here.

At the outset of development, researchers must decide

whether the proposed PRO measure should be generic (ie,

applicable to a wide range of conditions) or condition-

specific (ie, designed for a particular disease, population,

or function).8 This is often determined by the target popu-

lation, as well as the outcomes of interest to be measured.

For instance, a generic instrument may be used to assess

more general QOL domains, such as satisfaction with

social functioning, whereas condition-specific instruments

may focus on symptoms unique to the treatment of a

certain condition, such as ability to perform self-care in

patients with neck pain. Generic instruments hold certain

advantages, such as the ability to generalize results over

multiple populations, allowing for comparison across

groups.23 Given their wide applicability, including in

groups without specific health conditions, reference values

may be available, facilitating interpretation of scores and

evaluation against population norms.8 However, due to

their broad focus, generic instruments may be more time-

consuming to complete, particularly for respondents for

US FDA guidance for industry on PRO evalustion

Conceptual framework of a PRO instrument
Concepts being measured
Intended population

Content validity
Item generation (with evidence of patient input)
Data collection method
Instrument administration mode
Recell period
Response options
Instrument format, instructions, and training
Patient understanding (eg,cognitive interviews)
Scoring of items and domains
Respondent and administrator burden

Support of validity in specific populations, if applicable
Children and adoescents
Patients cognitively impaired or unable to
communicate
Culture or language subgroups

Evidence to support any instrument modifiation

Reliability, other validity, and ability to detect change
Reliabilty

Test-retest
Internal consistency
For interviewer-administered PROs only.
intra-and inter-interviewer reliability

Other validity
Construct validity
Criterion validity

Ability to detect change (eg. responsiveness)

Change in format (eg, paper to electronic)
Change in setting, population or condition
Change in item order, item wording response
options, or recall period

Figure 2 US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) guidance for industry on PRO

evaluation.

Note: Data from FDA.12

Abbreviation: PRO, patient-reported outcome.

Instrument
development

Item desion and selection

Initial testing and validation
Validity
Rellability
Responslveness

Source of report

Response style effects
Literacy level
Functional limitations

Cultural background
Patient background

Other
Recall bias
Response shift
Self-report bias

Patient-level
response behaviors

Administration/
date collection

Mode of administration
Method of administration
Setting of administration

Generic vs. conditions-pecific
Response scale selection
Recall period selection

Stimuli driving response style (e.g.,
formatting, wording)

Figure 3 Factors impacting patient responses to PRO measures.

Notes: Factors may occur during PRO-instrument development, during administration and data collection, or secondary to patient-level response behaviors.

Abbreviation: PRO, patient-reported outcome.
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whom the concepts may be less relevant.23 Furthermore,

generic measures may be less responsive than condition-

specific measures to health changes in the target popula-

tion. This may be of particular importance in the trial

setting, where the aim may be to detect a clinically sig-

nificant difference in outcome between treatment groups.

For example, in a study comparing use of various mea-

sures of HRQOL in stroke survivors, the HRQOL in

Stroke Patients, a condition-specific instrument, performed

better on multiple parameters of validity and exhibited no

significant floor/ceiling effects compared with the SF36, a

generic instrument.24 With benefits and limitations to each

approach, many advocate the use of both generic and

condition-specific measures in a study to provide a com-

prehensive assessment.8 Hybrid measures, such as the

Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy and

the National Institutes of Health’s Patient Reported

Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS),

include generic measures as well as condition-specific

subscales to simplify the combination, and methods have

been proposed for the efficient development of combined

measures.8,25

Survey-based methods have an extensive history of use

across multiple fields, with known sensitivity to the way in

which respondents are asked to evaluate their experience;

therefore, careful choice of the response scale used in an

instrument is important to ensuring high-quality data.16

Multiple response scales have been used in PRO measures,

though the most common include the verbal rating scale

(VRS), numeric rating scale (NRS), and visual analogue

scale (VAS; Figure 4). In the VRS, patients are presented

with a list of adjectives describing various levels of inten-

sity and asked to mark the adjective that best describes

their experience. The NRS, in contrast, provides a numeric

scale (eg, 0 for no pain and 10 for worst possible pain) and

asks respondents to rate their experience using this scale.

In the VAS, the scale is depicted as a vertical or horizontal

line anchored at both ends with verbal descriptors (eg, “not

at all tired” to “extremely tired”). Respondents are asked

to put a mark on the line that best describes their

experience.26 The chosen response scale may have impor-

tant downstream effects on the usability of the instrument,

its level of precision, quantitative properties of the data

obtained (including range, SD, scoring, interpretation

guidelines, and ability to detect change), and its applic-

ability across different populations and collection meth-

ods. Factors in how the scale is employed may impact

results as well, such as via the wording of the response

options or placement of the anchors. For instance, in the

use of the VRS, evidence indicates that response scales

using the verbal descriptors of none/mild/moderate/severe/

very severe and not at all/a little bit/moderately/quite a bit/

very much are interpreted by respondents with the least

variation from presumed fixed intervals compared with

other descriptors. Of note, interpretation of certain descrip-

tors may also depend on demographic and clinical factors,

with implications for statistical adjustments.27 In the use of

the VAS, consideration must be given to the length of the

line provided, as the resultant score is determined by the

distance between the lower anchor and the respondent’s

mark.26 Once the type of scale has been chosen, research-

ers must also determine the optimal number of responses

offered. For example, with the VRS, evidence indicates a

5-point scale may discriminate among respondents more

effectively than a 3-point scale. Conversely, in the pedia-

tric population, there is evidence children may be able to

understand fewer response options than adults.26 The num-

ber of responses may additionally impact data complete-

ness, with suggestions in the literature that 5-point scales

reduce frustration and improve response rates compared

with 7-point scales, though with the potential to reduce

VRS

NRS

VAS

No pain

“Please rate your pain by marking the box that  describes
how much pain you have right now.”

“Please rate your pain by marking the box beside the
number that tells how much pain you have right now.”

“Please rate your pain by marking a mark on the line
below that tells how much pain you have right now.”

No
pain

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

No
pain

Worst
possible

pain

Worst
possible

pain

Mild pain
Moderate pain
Severe pain

Figure 4 Examples of response scales used in PRO measures.

Abbreviations: PRO, patient-reported outcome; VRS, verbal rating scale; NRS,

numeric rating scale; VAS, visual analogue scale.
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accuracy.28,29 If a Likert-type scale is used, an odd number

of responses may allow respondents to choose a neutral

response, whereas an even number can force patients to

choose one side when describing their experience. Despite

the importance of scale selection in influencing overall

data quality, there is inconsistent empirical evidence sug-

gesting which response scale may be best for assessing a

targeted construct.26 Regardless, particularly in the trial

setting, guidance recommends researchers make an effort

to provide evidence justifying scale selection for the

intended context.12

In addition to selecting a response scale for an item,

researchers must decide which specific time period respon-

dents will be asked to characterize their health status, as

this may influence the data collected.30 This recall period

may be immediate (eg, “Rate your level of fatigue now"),

in the recent past (eg, “Rate your level of fatigue over the

past week"), or over more prolonged periods. The relia-

bility and validity of a PRO may be impacted if the

selected recall period is too long for respondents to recall

their experience accurately. Conversely, a recall period that

is too short may give insufficient time for an outcome of

interest to develop or resolve.30 Systematic error intro-

duced via inaccurate or incomplete recollection of events

by respondents is known as “recall bias”.31 Factors that

influence recall can be considered in two categories: those

associated with the characteristics of the outcome itself

(recency of the event, attributes of the event, or complex-

ity of the event) and those associated with the meaning of

the outcome to the patient (the significance of the event to

the respondent, experiences that change how a patient

values an event over time, or the patient’s mood at

evaluation).30 In general, empirical evidence suggests rat-

ing variance increases and accuracy decreases as recall

period is increased.30 Many PRO tools have large bodies

of evidence dedicated to the nuances of how recall period

impacts the data collected specific to that PRO. For

instance, in a study evaluating the validity of the irrita-

ble-bowel syndrome version of the Work Productivity and

Activity Impairment questionnaire (WPAI:IBS), scores

using a 1-week recall period demonstrated significant cor-

relation with 7-day average scores from daily symptom

diaries; however, researchers noted that the most severe

day in the 7-day diary had stronger influence on the WPAI:

IBS score than the most recent day, suggesting respon-

dents were not truly providing a summary of their experi-

ences over the week, but rather were influenced by the

most salient event.32 Given significant variation in how

recall period impacts data quality, the optimal recall period

will depend on the outcome assessed and the aim of the

study at hand. No single recall period is applicable across

all outcomes, though frameworks to assist in the selection

of recall period have been devised.30 Care should be taken

during validation studies to ensure the chosen recall period

accurately captures the outcome of interest.

Data collected using self-report measures are known to

be influenced by response-style effects, in which respon-

dents systematically select options that do not reflect their

true opinions.17 For example, extreme response style refers

to the tendency to select the highest and lowest response

categories of a scale, regardless of the underlying trait

level or specific item content.16 While research suggests

a respondent’s response style may be consistent across

different scales and over time, there is evidence that how

a question is presented may also drive response style.16,17

Multiple types of response styles have been described,

with extreme response style, acquiescence response style,

disacquiescence response style, and midpoint response

style most studied in the literature (Table 1).17 Stimuli

that may drive response style include the format of a

scale, the way in which an instrument is administered,

the cognitive effort required to understand a question, the

wording of a question, and the relevance of a question to

the target population. For instance, research indicates that

selection of nine or more response categories may promote

a midpoint response style, in which respondents are driven

to choose the middle response on the scale.17 Response-

style effects may have a wide impact on the data collected,

affecting both univariate distributions (ie, means and var-

iances) and multivariate distributions (ie, the magnitude of

correlations between variables), with the impact deter-

mined by the characteristics of the response style. For

example, in driving responses toward the midpoint, mid-

point response style may bring means closer to the mid-

point, decrease variance, and increase the magnitude of

multivariate relationships. Response style is also heavily

dependent on the personal characteristics of the respon-

dent. These patient-level factors are discussed later in this

review.

Initial testing and validation
Initial testing and validation serve to demonstrate that an

instrument is measuring what it is proposed to measure,

and thus are key steps in establishing the “truthfulness” of

PRO data captured by an instrument.6 For example, in a

review of 162 articles of PRO results in rotator-cuff
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disease, studies using PRO measures with less available

evidence for their psychometric properties were found to

have larger estimates of treatment effect than those using

PRO measures with more available evidence, suggesting a

potential impact of validation on conclusions made.33

While review of the methodology is beyond the scope of

this review, we discuss certain concepts that need to be

addressed during validation to give examples of how vali-

dation is crucial to ensuring data quality.

Validity is defined as the extent to which an instrument

measures the intended construct.6 While modern validity

theory subsumes these concepts into a single unified model,

validity has classically been considered in three aspects:

content validity, construct validity, and criterion validity.34

In initial testing and validation, content validity is the first to

be examined, defined as the extent to which an instrument

measures the relevant and representative aspects of the tar-

geted construct.35 Evaluation of content validity involves a

review of the development of a PRO and its underlying

conceptual model. Qualitative work is an essential compo-

nent, with the validity often dependent on the degree of

patient and expert involvement in the elicitation of relevant

concepts for inclusion.35 The International Society of

Pharmacoeconomics and Outcomes Research (ISPOR)

Good Research Practices Task Force has put forth

recommendations to guide this process.21,22 For establishing

content validity, the FDA recommends documentation of

multiple aspects of an instrument’s development and attri-

butes, such as item generation and scoring of items.12 While

it may not supplant qualitative input, quantitative data col-

lected during initial testing regarding item performance may

help address core questions of content validity, such as

whether the distribution of item responses collected ade-

quately reflects the range of the targeted construct in the

intended population.35 Establishing content validity is a cri-

tical aspect of PRO validation, with a study of the Fatigue

Impact Scale, a widely used PROmeasure of fatigue, finding

the measure to be reliable and valid based on standard quan-

titative evaluations, but failing qualitative evaluation of con-

tent validity. The authors argued this may be why some

fatigue treatments have been found ineffective in quantita-

tive- but not in qualitative-based studies or clinical practice.36

Whereas content validity demonstrates that an instru-

ment reflects the relevant aspects of a construct, construct

validity indicates how well the instrument actually mea-

sures the construct it claims to evaluate.34 When pre-

viously validated instruments exist, construct validity can

be demonstrated via correlation with similar instruments

and divergence with dissimilar instruments.37 In rare

cases, an established gold-standard criterion for self-report

Table 1 Types of response styles and impact on the data collected

Definition Examplea Impact on data collected

Acquiescence

response style

Tendency to agree or disagree with

items to indicate positive connotation

○○○○●●● Assuming higher response categories indicate positivity, inflates

observed means and increases magnitude of multivariate

relationships

Disacquiescence

response style

Tendency to agree or disagree with

items to indicate negative connotation

●●●○○○○ Assuming lower response categories indicate positivity, deflates

observed means and increases magnitude of multivariate

relationships

Midpoint

response style

Tendency to use the middle response

category of a scale

○○○●○○○ Brings observed means closer to midpoint, deflates variance,

increases magnitude of multivariate relationships

Extreme

response style

Tendency to use the highest and lowest

response categories of a scale

●○○○○○● Inflates observed mean variance, decreases magnitude of multi-

variate relationships

Mild response

style

Tendency to avoid the highest and low-

est response categories of a scale

○●●●●●○ Brings observed means closer to midpoint, deflates variance,

increases magnitude of multivariate relationships

Net acquies-

cence response

style

Tendency to show greater acquiescence

than disacquiescence

Inflates variance, deflates observed means if negative

Response range Tendency to use a narrow or wide range

of response categories around the mean

When large, inflates variance, decreases magnitude of multivariate

relationships

Noncontingent

responding

Tendency to respond to items care-

lessly, randomly, or nonpurposefully

No a priori hypotheses about the effect can be specified

Notes: aExamples based on 7-point Likert scale. Adapted from Van Vaerenbergh Y, Thomas TD. Response styles in survey research: a literature review of antecedents,

consequences, and remedies. Int J Public Opin Res. 2013;25(2):195–217, by permission of Oxford University.17
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may exist (usually a longer version of the same instru-

ment) to compare scores against. In these instances, this is

defined as assessing criterion validity.37 However, in the

absence of other instruments, evaluation of construct

validity involves an assessment of how strongly an instru-

ment supports predefined hypotheses between or among

groups relevant to the targeted construct. This may be

based on purely hypothetical relationships, eg, in breast

cancer patients, demonstration of correlation between self-

esteem scores and choice of breast-conserving versus mas-

tectomy surgery may support the construct validity of the

self-esteem score.37 Construct validity may also be

demonstrated via confirmation of relationships with phy-

sical metrics. For example, in an evaluation of the Western

Ontario and McMaster Universities Osteoarthritis Index

(WOMAC), a measure of function in patients with osteoar-

thritis, WOMAC scores were able to differentiate between

patients with mild/moderate versus severe osteoarthritis

based on clinical assessment.38

An important aspect to consider when assessing the

quality of data collected using a PRO is the instrument’s

reliability, defined as the extent to which an instrument

provides consistent results when the measured construct

has not changed.37 Examination of reliability typically

includes test–retest reliability, which evaluates the correla-

tion between scores on repeat measures given to the same

group of respondents over a period in which the respon-

dents’ condition does not change.37 Evaluation of reliabil-

ity may also involve estimation of internal consistency,

defined as the extent of correlation between items that

measure similar constructs, eg, a patient experiencing

severe pain should rate the statements “My pain has been

so bad it stopped me from what I was doing” and “My

pain has been so bad it was hard to finish what I was

doing” similarly.37 In general, assuming some correlation

between items, increasing the number of items can

enhance the reliability of an instrument, with researchers

typically setting a minimum threshold of reliability instru-

ments must meet for acceptable use.37 More recently,

evaluation of reliability may further include an assessment

of how an instrument performs at different levels along its

underlying trait continuum. For instance, the statement “I

don’t seem to care what happens to me” may provide more

reliable results in patients experiencing high levels of

depression compared to undepressed patients, with the

potential for collection of misleading data if applied in

an inappropriate population.37

As PROs are more widely applied in the trial setting, a

key aspect to evaluate is the responsiveness of a PRO,

defined as its ability to detect changes in an outcome over

time. To provide valid outcomes, a measure needs to be

able to distinguish patients who remain the same, improve,

or deteriorate over the course of a study. Without demon-

stration of responsiveness, an instrument may fail to detect

the benefit of an intervention, leading to false-negative

results.6 As a component of construct validity, methods

for evaluating responsiveness typically involve longitudi-

nal assessments of whether changes in scores are consis-

tent with predefined hypotheses between or among groups

relevant to the targeted construct; however, methods vary

in how respondents are classified in terms of who

improved and who did not.8,39 Beyond statistical signifi-

cance, more recent efforts have focused on determining

whether a difference in score is clinically meaningful. This

threshold, called the minimally important difference

(MID), is defined as the smallest change in score that

would be perceived by patients as important. The mini-

mum clinically important difference, a category of the

MID, further specifies that the change in score be per-

ceived as beneficial or harmful and would in absence of

troublesome side effects and excessive cost mandate a

change in the patient’s management.8,40 While multiple

different methods exist for determining the MID, recent

consensus supports the use of anchor-based methods, in

which an external criterion or “anchor” is used to establish

the magnitude of score change that reflects the MID, based

on the change experienced by those who report a mean-

ingful difference using the anchor, eg, using the patient

global impression of severity (PGIS) method, patients may

be asked to rate the overall severity of their condition pre-

and posttreatment concurrently with the PRO, with the

score difference between the two PGIS assessments used

as the anchor for determining meaningful change.41 In the

discussion document from the FDA’s workshop for its

third guidance document on patient-focused drug develop-

ment, the agency recommended focus on anchor-based

methods to establish meaningful within-patient change,

supplemented by other methods.42

Overall, when selecting a PRO or when interpreting

collected data, one should review the clinical validation

studies to ensure validity, reliability, and responsiveness

have been evaluated so as not to introduce bias in the

results. Contemporary validity theory further underscores

that evaluation of validity must be ongoing beyond initial
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studies to provide supportive evidence for the use of a

PRO in each new context, though this often must be

balanced against the practical demands of efficient PRO

uptake.34 This notion that the validity of a PRO must be

readdressed for each new application will be important to

consider as we discuss factors that may impact patient

responses during PRO administration and data collection.

Administration and data collection:
factors affecting patient responses
Following development, a PRO may be widely employed

across a variety of indications and settings. Beyond instru-

ment design, however, the way in which a PRO is adminis-

tered can also influence response behavior. Therefore, when

applying a PRO, researchers and clinicians must give con-

sideration to the source of the responses, the mode and

method of administration, and the setting of administration,

each of which may impact the data collected (Table 2).8

A fundamental aspect that distinguishes PROs is that the

source of data is patients themselves, without interpretation by

outside parties. However, there are instances in which evalua-

tion of the patient perspective may be prohibitively difficult,

such as in the setting of cognitive or communication deficits or

in certain populations, such as children or the very elderly.8 To

omit these groups would potentially lead to misleading con-

clusions or overlook important perspectives. As such, alter-

native proxy sources have been trialed. These typically include

those familiar with the patient’s experience, such as family

members or formal caregivers. In general, evidence suggests

proxy responders demonstrate higher agreement with patient

responses when rating observable physical dimensions, such

as motor function, thanpsychosocial dimensions, such as emo-

tional well-being, and the extent of disagreement tends to

increase as the severity of illness or disability rises.8 For

example, in a systematic review of studies evaluating the

reliability of proxy respondents for stroke patients, stroke

severity and the objective nature of questions were the most

consistent determinants of disagreement between patients and

proxy respondents.43 The direction of disagreement may

depend on the specific symptom evaluated, with proxy respon-

dents generally rating patients as having more functional

difficulties and negative HRQOL, but underreporting pain.8

Proxy-related factors may impact responses as well, such as

type (eg, family versus caregiver), age, education, and stress

level.8 For instance, in a comparison of patient and proxy

responses using five PRO measures in multiple sclerosis

patients, caregiver strain was found to be the most substantial

contributor to differences between patient and proxy scores,

with proxy depression and sex also contributing.44 Given these

multiple factors, a comparison of patient and proxy responses

should be undertaken when feasible prior to use to ensure bias

is not introduced to the data collected: comparisons may be

made at the item, subscale, and group levels to assess degree of

agreement.8 In general, when disagreement between patient

Table 2 Factors impacting responses during PRO administration

and data collection

Impact on data collected

Source of report

Self ● If populations with difficulties with self-adminis-

tration excluded, may lead to incomplete or

unrepresentative data

Proxy ● Potential for disagreement between patient and

proxy responses

● Direction and magnitude of disagreement may

depend on targeted construct and proxy-

related factors

Mode of administration

Self-

administration

● Increased potential for missing data

● May not allow for complex survey design

Interviewer-

based

● Potential for interviewer bias

● May increase social desirability bias and acquies-

cent response bias

● May limit disclosure of sensitive topics

Method of administration

Paper and

pencil

● Increased potential for data-entry errors may

lead to inaccuracies

● May not allow for complex survey design

● May be less comfortable for disclosure of sensi-

tive topics

Electronic ● Potential for inaccuracies in patients with dis-

comfort with technology

● Accessibility issues may increase potential for

missing data

Setting of administration

Clinic ● Interruptions secondary to clinic workflow may

increase potential for missing data

● Privacy concerns may limit disclosure

Home ● May exacerbate accessibility issues, increasing

potential for missing data

● Lack of direct interaction may decrease response

rates

Note: This table has been adapted from Table 3 in Cella DF, Hahn EA, Jensen SE, et

al. Patient-Reported Outcomes in Performance Measurement. Research Triangle Park,

NC: RTI Press/RTI International; 2015. Copyright RTI International; licensed under

Creative Commons BY-NC-ND.8

Abbreviation: PRO, patient-reported outcome.
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and proxy reports is found, the degree tends to be small,

suggesting proxy use may be appropriate as long as an evalua-

tion of validity is undertaken.8

When administering a PRO, researchers and clinicians

must decide the mode in which information will be

recorded, either via self-administration or via a trained

interviewer reading aloud questions and recording

responses. Self-administration has typically been favored,

due to both its cost-effectiveness and ease of use.

However, self-administration may not be feasible for cer-

tain populations, such as those with difficulty with reading

or writing. By serving as a guide for instrument comple-

tion, interviewers may improve access for these popula-

tions, as well as allow for more complex survey design

and reduce rates of missing data, though this comes at the

cost of potential interviewer bias.8 Interviewer bias is

defined as a distortion in responses resulting from differ-

ential reactions to the presence of an interviewer.45 Bias

may be introduced due to differences in the ways indivi-

dual interviewers present questions or may impact the

group of respondents as a whole, eg, while both sources

of self-report introduce bias in general, social desirability

bias (the tendency to give a favorable picture of one’s self)

and acquiescent response bias (the tendency to agree or

disagree with statements regardless of context to indicate a

positive connotation) may be enhanced by the presence of

an interviewer.8 The anonymity of self-administration may

facilitate disclosure of sensitive topics, such as sexual

function. For example, in a study comparing multiple

methods of data collection about sensitive topics, self-

administration tended to reduce the disparity between

men and women in the number of sexual partners reported

and increased the proportion disclosing illicit-drug use.46

Generally, the magnitude and direction of response effects

with self- versus interviewer-based administration have

been inconsistent in the literature, with some evidence

that bias can be overcome with proper interviewer selec-

tion and training or may not have meaningful impact with

repeat administration.8,47 Comparisons between self-admi-

nistered and interviewer-collected data can be made during

the validation process to determine the potential response

effect prior to use.

Within each mode, there are multiple methods of captur-

ing information that may impact data quality as well. PRO

data were historically collected using paper-and-pencil

questionnaires, though as technology has evolved, tele-

phone and computer-based administration have become

increasingly common, also known as electronic PRO

(ePRO) data collection.6,48 These methods generally vary

in terms of feasibility of administration, with ePRO collec-

tion facilitating data entry and scoring, but potentially

requiring greater investment in technology-based plat-

forms.ePRO collection may further allow for more complex

survey design, including computer-adaptive testing, in

which instruments are targeted based on the patient’s

responses to minimize time burden.8,49 Due to its many

advantages, ePRO is becoming the gold standard for PRO

collection in the clinical trial setting, in part supported by

guidance from the FDA.48 However, researchers should be

aware of alterations in how questions are presented or con-

ceptualized by respondents when translating between meth-

ods. Certain respondents may not have access to certain

technologies if not provided or may have varying levels of

comfort with navigating electronic platforms.8 Intriguingly,

research suggests respondents may perceive the “virtual

world” provided by electronic administration as more anon-

ymous than paper and pencil, and thus exhibit greater dis-

closure of sensitive topics.50 Regardless, barring significant

changes to the instrument during migration, evidence gen-

erally supports equivalence of ePRO and paper administra-

tion, with two large meta-analyses suggesting high degrees

of agreement in data collected between the methods. In the

more recent meta-analysis, agreement was found to be

greater in more recent and randomized studies and in

respondents of mean age 28–55 years compared with

those younger or older.51,52 Therefore, ISPOR guidelines

suggest quantitative equivalence studies are not required

when only minor changes are made during migration to an

electronic format, instead reserved for when moderate or

substantial changes are made.53

A final consideration is the setting of administration,

whether at home, in the clinic, or in another environment.

This is of particular importance as PRO use in routine care

becomes more common.8 Selection of setting may have

important pragmatic effects on data collection. While

administration in the clinic has the potential to improve

response rate and facilitate real-time action based on

results, inefficient incorporation into the clinic workflow

may actually increase interruptions or heighten the cogni-

tive burden placed on respondents, resulting in missing

data or increased patient anxiety.8 This may be pronounced

when tools validated for research purposes are instituted in

the clinic without evaluation in context, eg, in a case study

of implementation of PRO collection at the University of

Alabama at Birmingham, the chosen instrument took 90

minutes to complete and led to a clinic bottleneck.7 While
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an argument could be made that discrepancies reflect true

differences in PROs, consideration should be given to how

characteristics of the individual setting may also impact

results. For example, in a comparison of PROs across

multiple practices, patients receiving care from practices

with highly patient-centered cultures reported better phy-

sical functioning and borderline better emotional function-

ing than those receiving care at less patient-centered

practices.54

Patient-level response behaviors:
factors affecting patient responses
Due to the subjective nature of PROs, significant consid-

eration has gone into assessing how respondents’ back-

grounds and personalities may influence their responses.

For instance, in an analysis of responses to the Hospital

Consumer Assessments of Health Care Providers and

Systems Survey, a standardized instrument to measure

patients’ assessments of hospital care, Spanish language

spoken at home was highly predictive of higher patient-

satisfaction scores. Notably, older age, less education, and

better self-reported health status were also predictive of

higher satisfaction.55 When these factors are examined at

the group level, differences between groups may reflect

true differences in the measured construct (eg, increased

levels of fatigue in elderly versus nonelderly patients) or

differences in how respondents interpret the instrument

(eg, poor translations resulting in differential responses

from speakers of other languages). While both types of

differences are discussed here, the latter has received con-

siderable focus, as differences in interpreting instruments

among respondents introduces bias into the collected

results. Specific methods exist for examining differences

between groups due to interpretation issues, named differ-

ential item function (DIF) testing.37 There are multiple

methods of DIF testing, which aim to quantify whether

associations between the items in the instrument and the

estimated underlying attribute vary by subgroup.56 Ideally,

characteristics of a target population that may lead to

variations in the results should be examined in advance,

including thorough quantitative DIF testing and follow-up

qualitative analysis to determine the underlying cause of

uncovered DIF.37 In general, patient-level factors that may

impact responses can be considered in two categories:

those related to the patient’s background and generic fac-

tors related to the subjective nature of PRO testing itself.

Patient-level response behaviors: patient

background

As PRO use has broadened to increasingly diverse set-

tings, significant attention has been paid to understanding

how patients’ backgrounds may influence their responses.

This influence may occur at the cultural level, via differ-

ential interpretations of a question’s meaning or differen-

tial value placed on certain items, or at the linguistic level,

via inappropriate translation into other languages. For

example, in a summary of the challenges in translating

and adapting the SF36 into Japanese, authors noted a

greater preponderance of patients than expected scoring

highly on measures of physical functioning using an initial

translation of the instrument. However, through focus-

group discussions, it was discovered many respondents

were likely interpreting the word “limited” to mean “lim-

ited by a doctor”. Revising the instrument by replacing

“limited” with “difficult to do” resulted in a normalization

of responses.57 Given the potential for differential func-

tioning, appropriate efforts to ensure instruments are cross-

culturally and cross-linguistically equivalent are important

to ensure differences found in outcomes reflect true treat-

ment differences and (equally important) to allow data

pooling across different cultural applications.8 Beyond

review of translation, full adaptation requires that the

scaling and psychometric properties of a new-language

version of a PRO be assessed.58 ISPOR previously put

forth guidelines for the translation and cultural adaptation

of PROs, though more modern and comprehensive frame-

works have been suggested.59–61

A notable impact of cultural background is its effect on

response style. As discussed previously, response style refers

to the tendency to answer questions in certain ways regardless

of content, potentially causing systematic error.17 While a

patient’s response style may be influenced by the design of

an instrument, it is also strongly associated with the personal

characteristics of the patient. This effect may be seen through

demographic variables, such as education level or age, or

aspects of the patient’s personality, such as anxiety or

decisiveness.16,17 Overall, however, evidence from cross-cul-

tural studies suggests the impact of demographic and person-

ality variables is relatively small compared to the cultural

background of the respondent.17 The influence of cultural

background on response style has been examined both via

characteristics of the culture (eg, more individualistic coun-

tries may show decreased rates of extreme response and
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acquiescence response styles) and at the country level, eg, in

an analysis of responses to 7-point Likert scales among high

school students, students from Japan and Taiwan were more

likely than students from Canada and the US to select the

midpoint, with students from the US more likely than other

groups to use extreme values.17,62 Importantly, DIF testing

may actually yield between-group differences in response

style, though this falls outside the standard definition of DIF,

defined as group differences in relationship to the features or

content of an item. Elucidation of the underlying cause of DIF

in follow-up is important in making accurate decisions regard-

ing item modification and bias interpretation.16 For example,

in a study examining the impact of sex on responses to the

Revised Neuroticism Extraversion Openness Personality

Inventory, both sex-DIF and response style were found inde-

pendently to influence item responses; however, when con-

trolling for response style, the magnitude of DIF and

classification of items as DIF altered, reinforcing the impor-

tance of accounting for response style.63

In the US, limitations with literacy may serve as a

potential barrier to PRO completion for many patients,

with 14% of respondents having low literacy and 22%

only basic literacy on the National Assessment of Adult

Literacy on last assessment in 2003.1 Low levels of health

literacy, defined as “the degree to which individuals have

the capacity to obtain, process, and understand basic health

information and services needed to make appropriate

health decisions”, may prove even more limiting due to

the unfamiliar context and vocabulary of the health-care

system.8 Multiple readability indices and minimum-level

guidelines for health literature exist, though with varying

levels of compliance among PRO, eg, in an analysis of ten

commonly used PROs in rheumatology, only six were

found to meet the recommended reading level.64

However, beyond readability indices, comprehensive eva-

luation of readability may be more difficult, as respondents

must be able both to recognize words and comprehend

them in the context of the writing.64 Misunderstanding of

a PRO could lead to inaccuracies in the data collected. For

instance, in a study evaluating the ability of patients to

self-complete the Epworth Sleepiness Scale, 33.8% of

first-time respondents made errors during completion,

with 22.5% requiring assistance to complete the

instrument.65 Furthermore, in a study evaluating the

impact of literacy on PROs in patients with systemic

lupus erythematosus, respondents with low health literacy

reported worse status across multiple PROs, even after

accounting for physician-assessed disease, income,

education, and race/ethnicity, though the authors noted it

was unclear whether differences were due to unmeasured

effects of low health literacy or to differential interpreta-

tion of PROs by respondents.66 Given the potential impact

of low health literacy on PRO results, efforts should be

made to evaluate readability during validation. In the

absence of a single validated metric, researchers have

advocated the use of multiple readability measures to

evaluate a passage.67

Functional limitations associatedwith disability also pose a

potential barrier to PRO completion.8 As people with disabil-

ities represent a significant portion of the population, estimated

at about one in five people in the US, omission of this group

may lead to substantially incomplete data.68 Furthermore, peo-

ple with disabilities are more likely to develop health condi-

tions, and thus their inclusion is important to ensuring data

collected are adequately representative of all health-care

consumers.8 As discussed, the impact of functional ability

may depend heavily on the selected mode and method of

PRO administration, with common functional limitations

affecting PRO collection including hearing and vision pro-

blems, impaired motor skills, and cognitive deficits.8 There

are multiple means to improve access for people with func-

tional limitations, such as interactive voice-response systems

or pictorial response scales, though efforts should be made to

validate that collected scores are comparable to those from

traditional instruments.8 Beyond the potential impact on acces-

sibility and comprehension, comorbid conditionsmay produce

clinically meaningful differences in PRO measures of

HRQOL. For instance, in an analysis of data collected as part

of PROMIS-item calibration, the presence of a chronic condi-

tionwas associatedwith poorer scores acrossmultiple domains

of HRQOL, even after controlling for age, sex, relationship

status, race, and education. Notably, this effect was com-

pounded for those with multiple chronic conditions, with the

magnitude of detrimentmore pronounced for respondents with

two or more chronic conditions than those with a single or no

reported conditions.69 Therefore, this impact should be con-

sidered when interpreting results, particularly when using gen-

eric instruments that may be more affected than condition-

specific measures.

Review of these patient-level factors highlights the

importance of including a heterogeneous population in

PRO validation and measurement, with efforts to include

vulnerable populations. Vulnerability may be multifaceted,

extending beyond cultural background, literacy, and func-

tional ability to include age, sex, gender, financial circum-

stances, or place of residence.8 Making sure certain PRO
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measures are valid and employed in these populations is

crucial to ensuring differential health outcomes are not over-

looked, and is key to delivering true patient-centered care.8

Patient-level response behaviors: generic

factors
In addition to those related to patient background, generic

patient-level factors arising during data collection may

impact responses as well. These typically are related to the

context or meaning of the phenomenon assessed, including

its personal and social relevance to the patient.30 If these

factors alter the accuracy of a patient’s recollection, recall

bias may be introduced into the data collected. For instance,

the salience of an event, defined as its significance to the

patient, has been shown to influence recall, with major

symptoms usually more easily recalled than minor

symptoms.30 Interestingly, while salient events may be

more easily recalled, evidence indicates respondents may

misremember a salient event as occurring more recently

than it actually did, also known as “telescoping”.30 This has

the potential to bias results toward overestimation if events

that occurred before the recall period are incorrectly counted.

Telescoping may be counteracted via setting bounds to the

recall period with specific anchors (eg, since the last clinic

visit).30 Of note, the meaning of an event may change secon-

darily to the patient’s state at the time of survey, with some

suggestion that a patient’s mood may influence recall.

Patients may be more likely to report negative emotional

content when in a negative mood, potentially introducing

bias.30 For example, in a study of self-reported pain in

patients with chronic headaches, patients with high present

pain intensity were more likely to rate maximal, usual, and

minimum levels of prior pain asmore severe than hourly pain

diaries. Similarly, patients with low present pain were more

likely to recall pain levels as being less severe than diary

scores.70

An assumption made during PRO assessment is that

respondents are evaluating health states using the same

personal criteria over time. However, research suggests

that experiences may alter a patient’s internal metrics for

evaluating a health state: when a patient experiences a

change in perspective that systematically alters how a

health state is evaluated from one time point to another,

this is known as “response shift”.8 Response shift may

occur due to a recalibration of the respondent’s internal

standards of measurement, a change in how the respon-

dent values certain health domains, or reconceptualization

of how the respondent understands the targeted

construct.8 For example, in a study examining recall of

HRQOL in patients undergoing prostatectomy, multiple

months after surgery patients tended to remember their

baseline HRQOL scores as being higher than their actual

scores rated before surgery. The authors hypothesized this

may have been in part due to adaptation to their health

state over time.71 In this example, if this adaptation led

patients to rate their current health higher as well, a

comparison with actual baseline scores prior to adaptation

would lead to underestimation of treatment toxicity.

Importantly, response shifts may not be uniform across

patients: in a study examining response shift in HRQOL

scores in patients with multiple myeloma, differences in

the magnitude and direction of response shift were seen

between patients who felt improved versus those who

deteriorated over time.72 Response shifts both challenge

the validity, reliability, and responsiveness of longitudinal

PRO assessment and confound score interpretation, as

change may occur due to response shift, treatment effect,

or both.8 Multiple strategies have been proposed for

monitoring and controlling for response shift, though as

each carries certain limitations, this is an active area of

research.8,31

Conclusion
The development and administration of PRO instruments

can introduce many factors that influence patients’

responses, which is then further driven by patient-level

response behaviors. Their impact on the quality of data

collected may be counteracted in part by thorough instru-

ment testing and validation, including continued reevalua-

tion as the instrument is adapted for new contexts and

populations. With multiple factors to account for, this is

not a trivial undertaking, and thus joint efforts to standar-

dize methodology, such as via cooperative research

groups, should be encouraged. Regardless of these efforts

to preserve data quality, it is important to recognize that all

assessments, even physiological metrics, such as labora-

tory values, are affected by a degree of measurement

error.73 Given the importance of incorporating the patient’s

perspective in health-care evaluations, a reasonable level

of imperfection may be acceptable, and should not serve as

a deterrent to continued uptake of PRO measures.
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